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Believe it or not, falls are the most common cause of injury and
hospitalisation in the country. In fact, two out of three falls (that’s
a whopping 66%) happen in the home. 

Although some people believe that falls are associated with age,
disability, concentration or clumsiness; realistically anyone is at
risk of falling in their home.

Research shows that you’re four times more likely to fall in your
home if there are hazards present, too.

Of course, when we live independently, we don’t want to have to
rely on someone else to help us; so the notion of having a fall can
be quite scary. But don’t worry, there are a few simple steps you
can take to ensure your home isn’t hiding any fall risks. 

Is your home 
fall-hazard safe?

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Entryway

The entryway/hallway is a very high-traffic area of the home - one
where you may find yourself rushing to answer a knock at the door.

When we're rushing, we pay slightly less attention to our
surroundings, which is why it's extremely important to keep the
entryway free of clutter.

We recommend investing in a shoe cabinet so that taking your
shoes off at the front door doesn't end up creating a risk later down
the track.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Entryway free of shoes, handbags and backpacks   

All lights working correctly   

The hall table is secure and sturdy   

Runner rugs are secured with a non-slip backing   

Coat racks are against the wall where they can’t
be tripped over

  

The doorbell can be heard from all rooms   

Step or raised floor near the front door is clearly
marked

  

Decorative plants and vases are off the floor   

Key racks are easy to reach   

Entryway Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Do you commonly kick your toe on the hall table? Do you often
have to step over shoes at the front door? Think about your habits
while you complete this checklist.

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Living Room

As one of the most high-traffic areas in the home, living rooms can
be hiding a range of fall risks.

When conducting a hazard assessment of your living room,
remember to make risk management decisions based on your
personal habits.

If you need help correcting fall hazards in your living room, consider
asking a friend or family member to give you a hand - especially if
moving furniture.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Rugs are secured with a non-slip backing   

Rugs are free of 'kinks'   

All lights are working correctly   

There is a clear path through the room   

Decorative plants are not 'shedding' leaves onto
the ground

  

Lounge chair is easy to get in and out of   

Television, phone and lamp cords are secured to
the wall, and off the floor

  

Pet beds are in the corner and out of the way   

Path to the telephone is clear   

Living Room Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Do you have to walk around the coffee table or step over the
television cords on your way to the couch? Remember to consider
your routine movements when completing this checklist.

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Stairway

Roughly 15,000 hospitalisations per year occur as a result of a slip,
trip or fall that occurred on a set of stairs.

This area of your home can certainly be hiding some fall hazards -
even more so if you are struggling with mobility, dizziness, or an
injury.

Falling on stairs also poses its own unique risk, as you risk falling
from a height as opposed to a flat surface.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Any loose or unbalanced steps have been fixed   

Light switches located at top and bottom of
stairs

  

All lights are working correctly   

Handrail is sturdy and not ‘wobbly’   

Runners on the stairs have been secured with
non-slip backing

  

Baby/pet gates are secure, yet easy to open   

All papers, books, vases and other smaller
objects are not sitting on the stairs

  

Edges of the steps are clearly marked/visible   

Stair lifts have been added (if necessary)   

Stairway Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

While the stairs don't commonly have any furniture, there is still a
slew of common fall risks that can be present. It's important to fix
these immediately to lessen your fall risk.

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Bedroom

Falls can certainly happen in the bedroom, particularly since we
spend a lot of our 'sleepiest' moments in this area.

Being tired can be disorienting, causing a lapse in concentration
which can significantly heighten the chance of having a slip, trip or
fall.

Our top tip is to keep the bedroom floor completely clutter-free, to
avoid any accidental trips in the night.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Television, phone and lamp cords are secured to
the wall, and off the floor

  

Path from bedroom to bathroom is well-lit   

Bedside lamp is easy to reach   

Decorative pillows are stored off the floor during
sleep

  

Mobile phone and other charging cables are
secured and out of the way

  

No clothes, books or other loose items are on
the floor

  

Walking aid (if used) is within easy reach of the
bed

  

All lights are working correctly   

Blankets are not draped on the floor   

Bedroom Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Do you take your glasses off before you go to bed? If your vision is
impaired your fall risk is almost doubled. Remember to consider
these smaller details when making a fall-prevention plan.

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Bathroom

It's natural to be worried about fall safety in the bathroom,
particularly since it's a fairly 'wet' area.

To keep on top of hazards in your bathroom, it's important to
ensure any leakages from the shower, toilet or bath are
immediately dried.

Moisturiser and shampoo also contain oil which can be quite
slippery, so remember to immediately clean any additional spillages.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Non-slip mats have been installed in the
shower/tub

  

Portable fan and heater cords are secured to the
wall, and off the floor

  

Bath mats are secured with non-stick grip   

All lights are working correctly   

Grab bars have been installed if needed   

Washing baskets are out of the way   

Towel racks are sturdy and secure   

Shower chairs are sturdy and secure   

No loose tiles on the floor   

Bathroom Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Having a fall in the bathroom can make it really difficult to get back
up, especially if there is water in the environment (like if you fall in
the shower). Follow these steps to secure your bathroom:

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Kitchen

It's important to remember that fall hazards can be more than just
objects and trip risks. 

As a relatively hot and 'steamy' area of the home, it's important to
remember that the kitchen can pose a different type of risk.

For example, the presence of steam can fog up your glasses and
smoke can reduce visibility in the area, making it very easy to trip or
fall.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Heavy items (like slow cookers) are not stored
above shoulder height

  

‘Wet risk’ areas (like near the sink) have been
covered with a non-slip mat

  

Tablecloths or chair covers are not dragging on
the floor

  

All lights are working correctly   

Commonly used items are stored on low, easy-
to-reach areas

  

Over-stove vent is in working order to prevent
glasses fog

  

'Loose' items (like bins or mouse traps) are out of
the way

  

Step stools are sturdy   

Dishwasher is easy to reach and operate   

Kitchen Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Falling in the kitchen can also open up the possibility of burning
yourself. Remember to consider the smaller details while you're
making your kitchen fall-safe.

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Believe it or not, the weather and the temperature can affect your
fall risk.

The heat can make you dizzy or disoriented, and the cold can cause
arthritic flares and stiffened muscles. 

And, if it's wet and rainy, your slip risk is heightened.

Our top tip - be attentive to outdoor fall risks, but also listen to
your body.

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Outside

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Hazard Safe

Path and driveway are well-lit   

Fences and handrails are sturdy and not ‘wobbly’   

Garden hoses, pet toys and other tools are not
sitting on the ground

  

Clothesline is easy to reach   

Garden/garage floor is free of slip hazards like oil
and grease

  

Tiled footpaths are sturdy with no loose stones   

Stairs are in good condition with no loose areas   

Clear and dry path around pool/spa areas   

Tree/plant roots are trimmed and not in the way   

Outside Checklist

homeguardian.ai | 1300 248 324
Assess your fall risk with this FREE checklist!

Above and beyond the below checklist, it's also important to keep
watch for animals while you're out and about in your yard. A simple
fright from seeing a mouse can cause you to stumble.

https://homeguardian.ai/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/Fall-risk-checklist.pdf


Still concerned 
about falling?

HomeGuardian is a world-first
care assistive technology
device that utilises non-
invasive artificial intelligence
to make independence
achievable and comfortable –
all without the need to use
wearables, pendants or
smartwatches. 

W E  C A R E

When HomeGuardian notices
a critical incident, such as a
fall, it automatically escalates
an alert to up to three
nominated emergency
contacts within 2s of the
incident detection. 

There’s no need to press a
button, make a phone call, or
activate an alarm via voice
commands.

Order your own
HomeGuardian by visiting
homeguardian.ai or call our
knowledgable Care Team on
1300 248 324.

Through state-of-the-art
artificial intelligence, the device
can determine what is and is
not normal in an individual’s
environment – all without
recording, storing or sharing
any images and videos.

The system is designed to work
in people’s homes; it’s 100%
private, fully automatic and
works in the dark.

If someone experiences a fall,
HomeGuardian will ensure that
a person won’t be left alone,
and can get the timely post-fall
care they deserve.



I agree to be contacted by a HomeGuardian Care
representative

/ /

HomeGuardian
Order Form

Full name :

Full address :

E-mail :

Date of birth : Phone number

OUR ADDRESS:

9C/23 Main St, Varsity Lakes
4227 QLD

Aged Care/NDIS number :

:Provider name

Plan Manager's name :

:


